Cool Beauty Instrument

SK-0814

Please read this manual carefully before operation

Cool beauty instrument

Focus on quality Revolve about creation

Mystery for tightening skin
———Cool beauty instrument

Product instroduction

Cool beauty instrument

Do you still worry about slack skin?
Are you still being bothered by rough pore?
Don't worry! Cool beauty instrument will be
helpful to you!

Cool beauty instrument
We devote ourselves to the development of
beauty products for ladies, and are striving to
create a sophisticated product cool beauty
instrument in the beauty filed with professional
q u a l i t y, d e d i c a t e d s p i r i t a n d a d v a n c e d
technologies, so as to help you get rid of the
age trail and renew your bright watery skin!
Cool beauty instrument is a new beauty product
developed and produced by our company, authorized
by Skinay Group (France) Co., Ltd..

We provid with an unique professional beauty
production development team. After diligent
research, cool beauty instrument is now
proudly created. It is smart and easy to operate.
Its first class quality and comfortable feelings
make it more popular among people all over the
world seeking for beauty, which makes us
believe Skinary will change the beauty world!

Cool beauty instrument is a new unique
equipment by our company for tightening skin.
It can quickly minimize the pores, eliminate the
wrinkles and tighten the skin. It is smart and
easy to use, and it is also convenient for daily
skin care. It will make your skin better and
brighter after long-time use.
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According to the principle of thermal
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for ladies to tighten the skin and

can not only minimize the pores

minimize the pores.

immediately but also decrease the
surface temperature of skin quickly. In
this way, we can effectively control the
oily skin, and thus reach the best
tightening effect.

Product efficacy

Product structure

Freeze the skin quickly in 30s

Product structure

Cool beauty instrument can cool down to
8℃ in 30s, and can tighten the skin and
minimize the pore. At the same time, it can
also stimulate the collagen in skin, so as to
increase elasticity and brightness of the
skin!
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Product function

Product trait

Product trait

Product function

1.Structure design

Restore the
collagen fiber,
tighten the skin,
smoothen the
wrinkle and
fishtail lines

Cool beauty instrument is smart, simple
and convenient to carry.
2.Function trait
It can cool down to 8℃ quickly and is
applicable to each part of the face.
3.Care effect
The unique triangle design is specially
designed for tightening the two side of
nasal ala and T part, so as to care the skin
completely.

Accelerate
blood circulation
and metabolism,
eliminate
edema, release
ageing of the
skin and restrict
excessive
secretion of oil.

Cool Beauty
Instrument

Minimize the
capillary vessel,
weaken the red
blood streak,
release and
eliminate acne
and renew the
natural color of
skin.

Minimize the
pores, lock
the water,
strengthen
elasticity of
the skin, and
thus make the
skin more
bright, fine
and young.

Use method

Operation procedures
1.Remove the protective cover of ice skin
treatment surface.
2.Power on.

Use method

Use method
Encircle around the face at the speed of
30s per circle, including the cheek and
frontal angle.
Pay more attention to some parts, such as
the nasal ala.

3.Open the switch.
4.Take 90s to completely cool down.

Care procedures
1.Move slowly in mode of circling.
2.Move from the internal to external and from
lower part to upper part.
3.Symmetrical at both the left and right sides

Use frequency
It can not be overused
It is suggested to use twice to three times
each week at beginning, then adjust the use
frequency and time according to the conditions
of your skin (once per day at most).

Tips
Clean face with warm water first, then treat
the skin with cool beauty instrument.
Use astringent or emulsion on the face after
completion of treatment.
It is feasible to retreat according to the
conditions of your skin.
It is suggested to use twice to three times
each week.

Troubleshooting

Technical parameters

Technical parameters and
production specifications
Product name: Cool beauty instrument

Troubleshooting

Symptom

Product model:SK-0814
Rated voltage: 100-240V
Rated power:3.5V/3.5A
Product Dimensions: 18×4.5×3.5cm
Product Weight：137g

Notes:
The following phenomena are normal
1.The temperature of treatment surface will
rise quickly after use and power dump;
2.There is light noise generated during
application.

Ice skin
beauty
instrument
can not
cool down.

Cause

Solution

The power of
main frame is
not opened.

Start the
power of main
frame.

Hold the main
The air inlet frame correctly,
and outlet are take care not to
block the air
blocked.
inlet and outlet.
The power plug
is not correctly
inserted.

Re-insert the
power plug.

The power
cable is
cut off.

Check whether
the power
cables are
normal or not.

Notes:
The following phenomena are normal
1.The temperature of treatment surface will
rise quickly after use and power dump;
2.There is light noise generated during
application.

Precautions

Precautions
1、This product shall be used under ambient
temperature of 1 5 - 4 0℃ .
2、Check whether the frame and plug are
damaged before use. If it is true, do not use.

Cleaning and maintenance

Cleaning and maintenance
1.Close the switch and power off firstly after
use each time.

2.Swab the frame clean with wet towel after use.

3、Keep the hands dry during energization.
4、 Do not treat the area around the eye
during use.

3.Do not wash the whole product in water.

5、 If there are erythema, hyperemia or other
abnormities, stop using immediately.
6、 Do not treat the injured skin with this
apparatus.
7、Do not use in damp conditions.
8、Do not place this product at the places
where the children can touch it easily.

4.Store it in dry conditions after cleaning.

